ROADSTAR
RG340

TILT-BACK HEAD STOCK
WITH CHROME HARDWARE

NECK MEASUREMENT
(mm)

WIDTH AT LOCKING NUT 43
THICKNESS AT 1ST FRET 17
THICKNESS AT 12TH FRET 20

LOCKING NUT

MAPLE NECK
ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD WITH 22 Frets

PICKUPS & CONTROLS

SINGLE COIL
SINGLE COIL
HUMBUCKING
FLOYD ROSE II TREMOL0
RECESSED TREMOL0 CAVITY

5WAY LEVER SW
VOLUME
TONE (PUSH-PULL)
(WITH DUO SOUND)

DUO SOUND SYSTEM
(FOR REAR PICKUP)

PULL SINGLE COIL
PUSH HUMBUCKING

COLORS
BK: BLACK
WHI: WHITE
RD: RED
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